
“I am unable to continue 
to access service and 
medication provided 

under the anti-retroviral therapy 
(ART) at the government 
hospital where I was getting 
them from because I don’t have 
an Aadhaar card,” says Amelia 
(name changed), an HIV-AIDS 
survivor. She says she is not keen 
on applying for an Aadhaar card 
as she has heard from various 
people that a lot of personal data 
has to be provided. 

Amelia, who is almost 40 
years old, contracted HIV-
AIDS from her late husband 
over two decades ago. She is a 
home-based worker from a low-
income household and lives in 
Bengaluru with her children. 

Farzana Bi has been in 
domestic service for nearly 20 
years. Her husband is suffering 
from a prolonged illness and 
is unable to go out to work. 
Farzana works six hours a day, 
but her earnings are not enough 
to sustain the family of four. “My 
skin has become rough because 
of the prolonged exposure to 
detergents and dish-washing 
soap at the homes where I work. 
Hence, my fingerprints could 
not be captured properly and so 
I was unable to get an Aadhaar 
card. It is mandatory now to 
link Aadhaar cards to the family 
ration card, and since I don’t 
have an Aadhaar card I am not 
eligible to get the subsidised 
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The Aadhaar card, and the difficulties 
people have to go through
Even as the Supreme Court has referred cases pertaining to the Aadhaar Act to a 
Constitution Bench, the financially and physically challenged find it difficult to access 
even the meagre concessions in healthcare, education, employment and day-to-day 
necessities that they were hitherto receiving without benefit of the Aadhaar card, which 
many have applied for but not received

grocery items being given at 
the Public Distribution System 
(PDS) shops,” she says. 

Farzana cannot afford 
the market prices of food 
products, and so the family’s 
consumption of rice and cereals 
has reduced. “With the increase 
in the cost of vegetables and 
meat, our overall food intake 
has decreased,” rues Farzana, 
who is around 38 years old and 
lives in a financially backward 
neighbourhood in Bengaluru. 

Hailing from Chauda 
Devanahalli Village in 
Chintamani Taluk of 
Chikballapura District, Chikka 
Muniswami, a Dalit aged 55 
years, is physically challenged. 
“I belong to an economically 
marginalised family of three, 
where two of us are living with 
disabilities. We do not own 
any land or a reliable means 
of livelihood. As such, we are 
entitled to a monthly pension 
that the government provides 
to people with disabilities. 
However, it has been made 
compulsory for us to mention 
our Aadhaar number to obtain 
the disability assistance. 
We have not been given our 
Aadhaar cards in spite of 
applying for them five months 
ago.” 

Chikka finds it difficult to 
follow up on the status of the 
application because of his 
restricted mobility. “Apart 
from this, our ration card was 
cancelled as it must be linked 
to the Aadhaar number,” he 
laments. The family cannot 
afford to buy foodgrains in the 
open market.  “We are forced to 
beg for food at times,” confides 
Muniswami. 

It is pertinent to note that 
visually challenged persons 
find it difficult to secure 
Aadhaar cards as their retina 
scan cannot be done in a 
satisfactory manner. As a 
result, they cannot access their 
disability pensions.

Jyothi, from a financially 
backward family in Buranki 
Village in Khanapur Taluk of 
Belagavi District in northern 
Karnataka, has a teenage 
daughter in school who can no 
longer avail of the educational 
scholarship she was getting 
because no one in the family has 
an Aadhaar card.  

“We cannot find out the status 
of our Aadhaar card applications 
filed more than a year ago in 
spite of a number of attempts, 
says Jyothi. “Also, we are also 
not able to seek work under the 
National Rural Employment 
Guarantee Act due to the lack of 
Aadhaar cards.” She adds that 
her aged mother who does not 
have an Aadhaar card is unable 
to avail of her senior citizen’s 
pension.  

Farzana, Chikka and Jyothi 
are representative of the socio-
economically disadvantaged 
people in Karnataka who face 
challenges in securing Aadhaar 
cards. They shared their woes 
at a public hearing held in 
Bengaluru recently. It is obvious 
that the lack of an Aadhaar card 
has a direct adverse effect on 
accessing benefits pertaining 
to health, nutrition, monthly 
pension and other services for 
people from such backgrounds.  

Members of the PDS 
Shop Owners Association in 
Bengaluru testified at the public 
hearing that they have been 
finding it cumbersome to carry 
out their work after the Aadhaar 
card was made mandatory for 
family ration card holders to buy 
grocery items under the PDS 
system. Not everyone possesses 
an Aadhaar card or is aware that 
it must be linked to the ration 
card, or knows how to link the 
two. Further, there are problems 
in linking the Aadhaar card with 
other documents of identification 
due to limitations of relevant 
technology and infrastructure. 
LPG distribution agencies, too, 
make it mandatory to provide 
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the quality of life in a 
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the Aadhaar number for purchase 
of cylinders at a subsidised rate. 

The underprivileged continue to 
face such difficulties even though 
the Supreme Court of India has 
referred cases concerning the 
Aadhaar Act 2016 to a Constitution 
Bench. Over the past few months, 
banks and mobile phone service 
providers have been sending 
reminders to their customers that it 
is compulsory to link their Aadhaar 
cards with their accounts and 
phone numbers before December 
31, 2017. 

The Unique Identification 
Authority of India (UIDAI) does 
not seem to have done enough to 
address the challenges relating to 
obtaining and linking the Aadhaar 
numbers with other documents. As 
such, Farzana, Chikka and Jyothi 
are not likely to see any immediate 
improvement in their situations. 

Meanwhile, Neelaiah K., a 
human rights activist who helped 
organise the public hearing 
on the travails relating to the 
Aadhaar card, says: “As a result 
of the documented problems with 
securing and linking the Aadhaar 
card, the Government of Karnataka 
has issued a circular to the deputy 
director of the Food and Civil 
Supplies Department to distribute 
rations without the linking of the 
Aadhaar number.  We plan to 
advocate with respective officials 
in our areas in this regard. This 
is one of the small victories 
achieved with the cooperation 
of everyone associated with the 
campaign against making the 
Aadhaar number mandatory, in 
Karnataka.”Chikka Muniswami (right) 

testifies with the help of an 
interpreter.

Farmers must be 
supported financially 
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Jyothi (left) with her mother – 
they are from Belgavi District.
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When pushing daughters into 
marriage seems the only safe option
Weddings are occasions for celebration and cheer, isn’t it? In the past six months, three young girls whom 
the writer knows have got married. Each wedding saddened her, for on show was the reality of lives for the 
disadvantaged sections of India’s population. Raising GDP or per capita incomes does not address such 
gender handicaps
sakuntala narasimhan, Bengaluru

Focus

Asha is 18. She was 
working as a sales girl 
in a shop, earning Rs 

5000 a month; her earnings 
were a welcome addition to 
the finances of the family 
(which consisted of her 
mother Manji who is illiterate, 
the wife of an autorickshaw 
driver who battered her and 
whom she left when Asha 
was just 18 months old) and 
Asha’s widowed grandmother 
Jaya (Manji and Asha stayed 
with Jaya). 

Manji and Jaya work 
as maid servants, and live 
with no male escort after 
Manji’s brother committed 
suicide (the shop he worked 
in accused him, falsely, of 
stealing; he felt humiliated by 
the police torture). Asha went 
to a government school where 
she learned next to nothing, 
and gave up after Class 9 to 
start work as a sales girl.

Last year, Asha’s mother 
Manji was diagnosed 
as having severe kidney 
problems and needing 
dialysis. The autorickshaw 
charges for the visits to the 
hospital alone are a big drain 
on the finances of the indigent 
family, but the greater worry 
was the possibility that Manji 
may not survive for long. 
Jaya panicked – she wanted 
her granddaughter, teenager 
Asha, to be married off and 
“settled” while the mother 
was still around. 

On the days of dialysis, 
Manji returned home so 
drained and in pain, she had 
to stop work at one of the 
two places where she worked. 
Borrowing heavily (one lakh 
rupees) to meet the dowry 
demands  in terms of gold 
and cash of the bridegrooms 
family, Jaya fixed up Asha’s 
marriage to get rid of “at least 
one worry” as she put it.

“Achche din?” Not for the 
likes of Jaya and Manji. If 
they didn’t agree to the dowry 
demands, what would Asha’s 
future be as a nubile, pretty 
girl living in a slum with no 
males in the family? Marriage 
seemed the only “safe” and 
acceptable option, even if it 
meant the loss of her monthly 

earnings to eke out the expenses on 
dialysis and hospital visits.

The groom wanted money for a 
wrist watch. My son had a spare 
one, almost new, which I offered 
to give to Jaya, but the groom 
preferred to choose one himself 
and blew Rs 8000 on a fancy watch 
which he liked. Jaya paid for it. The 
man works in an electrical goods 
shop, but he wouldn’t change his 
mind about wanting that fancy 
watch as part of his wedding gifts.

The groom’s mother wanted the 
wedding to be filmed and put on a 
CD. That again cost money. But 
in our society, brides’ families are 
always at the mercy of the grooms’ 
families who have the ‘upper 
hand’ in negotiations (“if you can’t 
meet our terms, we will cancel the 
engagement and look for a bride 
elsewhere”… and a girl with a 
broken engagement has trouble 
finding another match, whether the 
family is rich or poor).

When and how will Jaya ever be 
able to repay the one lakh she has 
borrowed with interest of 24 per 
cent from a money lender? Why 
do grooms’ families see marriage 

as a source of extortion? How 
do we change such social trends 
and beliefs? I gave Jaya a pair of 
gold earrings for the bride, but 
the mother-in-law-to-be declared 
they were “too small”, so Jaya 
had to shell out money to buy 
another pair.

Poverty is not just shortage 
of cash or lifestyle; it is also a 
multi-dimensional oppression 
in social-familial terms if a 
family has a grown-up daughter. 
Raising GDP or per capital 
incomes does not address such 
gender handicaps. Asha is now 
pregnant, which means further 
expenses for Jaya. If the wedding 
saddened me, so did the wedding 
of Ramya’s daughter Sujatha, 
two months later.

Ramya’s cobbler husband 
Muniyappa died two years ago 
aged 34  (because “no one wants 
shoes repaired these days,” he 
said, “they throw old shoes and 
buy new ones, so I don’t earn 
enough to feed my family”—
which means he went hungry half 
the time), leaving three children 
under 16 to be raised by Ramya. 

The oldest, Sujatha, was in 9th 
Standard at a government school 
but could not even subtract 
numbers (passed from one class 
to the next because of a state 
policy of not failing anyone, to 
avoid dropouts). 

Young ruffians in the slum, 
Ramya told me, used to knock 
on their hut’s door at night, with 
lewd suggestions to the girl; the 
only safe option was to get the 
girl married and sent off. It was 
the usual story – debt, pregnancy 
at 17, harassment by in-laws for 
begetting a girl child a year later. 
This marriage, too, saddened 
me.

The third was of teenager 
Rani whose mother Mallika 
sells bananas by the roadside in 
south Bengaluru. Mallika is an 
abandoned wife, the girl was not 
interested in schooling (“because 
the teacher beats her if she gets 
her answers wrong”), the mother 
was unable to keep an eye on 
the wayward girl playing truant 
from classes, so again – she was 
married off to a mechanic whose 
mother now wants the girl sent 

back to her maternal home 
because she is “not a thrifty or 
efficient cook”. 

Within eight months of 
marriage, Rani is back, sitting 
by the roadside, getting bored, 
wanting to “play” (as her mother 
complains – Rani is very athletic). 
Does one fault the teacher and 
education system for Rani’s lack 
of interest in education, or blame 
the teenage girl for wanting to 
play rather than cook and cater 
to a husband? Or put the blame 
on poverty that restricts such 
families’ options? The wedding 
expenses wiped out Mallika’s 
meagre savings – with nothing 
to show for it.

Passing laws – against 
marriage before 18, or 
compulsory schooling – does 
not help. Can ‘development’ be 
meaningful if it does not address 
social constraints and gender 
vulnerability? Can we honestly 
blame families for pushing their 
daughters into marriage, when 
harassment in unsafe slums 
exposes them to dangers?  Do 
we have the answers? <

For the small group of media professionals, an early morning walk in a 10 ha botanical 
garden in Wayanad, listening to sounds of birds, was just one of the activities at the 
three-day media workshop titled Bringing Biodiversity into the Media Space organised 
by M S Swaminathan Research Foundation (MSSRF) with the National Biodiversity 
Authority. The objective was to bring greater awareness about biodiversity concerns 
among journalists. 

Madhura Swaminathan, economist and chairperson, MSSRF, who spoke on the 
concluding day, brought up the importance of the economics of farming along with 
biodiversity discussions. “We must not romanticise the small farmer’s role in terms of 
being more organic or bringing in more crop diversity. Instead, we must focus first on 
how to support them better for greater income,” she said. 

Swaminathan pointed out that in agriculture, aspects of biodiversity or climate change 
impacts could be addressed only when income issues were sorted out. Giving details 
of a study on small farmers, conducted across nine states in India, she said only 2 per 
cent of small farmers actually got crop insurance. Small farmers were key communities 

Farmers must be supported financially first 

who preserved agricultural biodiversity, but they first needed financial support, she pointed out. MSSRF supports conservation by 
farmers as well as better practices and incomes.  

Saleem Khan, senior scientist, Climate Change, MSSRF, spoke about the need for media to communicate climate change risks 
especially with regard to coastal biodiversity. “Sea-level rise is a major threat of changing climate. It has adverse impact on 
ecosystems, biodiversity and dependent human communities of the coast,” he said. He spoke about the need for more research on 
the Kerala coast and its potential impact due to climate change since there were only limited studies on this. 

A brief mapping of news related to biodiversity in two English and two Malayalam newspapers done by MSSRF was presented 
Ninu Mehnaz and Aparna Narayanan. The study suggested that while media was covering various aspects of biodiversity, the term 
itself was not used in most cases, though related words were used. Workshop participants pointed out that people needed simple 
information without jargon. 

The workshop included field visits to a tribal hamlet, sacred groves and exploration of biodiversity flora and fauna. Participants 
were taken on a guided tour of the M S Swaminathan Botanical Garden (MSSBG), a lead garden for rare, endemic and threatened 
species recognised by the Ministry of Environment and Forests. 

(Courtesy: MSSRF)

Participants visiting the  botanical 
garden in Wayanad for rare, 
endemic and threatened species. 
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rakhi ghosh, Bhubaneswar

Treat us as humans – we have a life 
to live, they cry out

The    Indian  month of Kartik, 
which falls in October-
November according to 

the Western calendar, is a holy 
month in Odisha. People abstain 
from non-vegetarian food and 
spend more time in prayer. 
During the period, the mutt and 
dharmashalas adjacent to the 
famous Lord Jagannath Temple 
in Puri and the Lord Sri Lingaraj 
Temple in Bhubaneswar bear a 
resemblance to Vrindavan in 
Uttar Pradesh. Thousands of 
widows from all over the state 
make the places their temporary 
homes for the whole month 
while they perform daily rituals 
to earn salvation from their 
painful situation. 

“They say if you perform puja 
with all devotion in the month 
of Kartik you will get moksha 
(salvation) and in the next 
life you will be relieved from 
widowhood,” says 70-year-old 
Puspamati Devi. Other women 
around her nod in agreement. 
“You tell me,” continues 
Puspamati Devi, “who wants 
the pain of being considered 
inauspicious, the curse of being 
a widow, of living with no 
freedom or dignity, especially in 
rural India?” 

During the month, widows 
get a chance to come outside the 
confining walls of their homes 
and gather at a place where they 
can at least spend time with each 
other. Every widow here has 
gone through the same arduous 
journey after the death of their 
husbands. Most of the women 
confide that they wait the whole 
year and save up, to come to 
Puri or Bhubaneswar and meet 
friends. 

“When a woman loses her 
husband, she loses her identity 
even at the home where once she 
was welcomed. Immediately, 
everything changes for her; she 
is bound by so many traditional 
rules, some she may not even 
have heard of earlier. She 
becomes a person who has no 
dreams, no hopes, no aspirations 
in life,” says Bidulata Dash, now 
55, who was widowed when 
she was only 25 years old. She 
belongs to a Brahmin family 
from a village and, as such, 
has had to face more stringent 
restrictions than others. 

In some of the conservative 
families in villages, widows are 
given just one meal a day and are 
not allowed to eat any nutritious 
and healthy food. Thus, most 
of them are malnourished and 
continue to be so till the end of 
their lives. “They say widows 
should be barred from all earthly 
pleasures, as if we have no wish 
to eat and dress well,” says 62-
year-old Shantimani Mohapatra. 
“These are all manmade 
traditions, and our patriarchal 
society has imposed this on 
widows only. Men have more 
freedom and the opportunity 
to re-marry if their wives pass 
away”. 

Bidulata feels that, stringent 
traditions apart, the major 
problem is managing a family 
after the death of the head of the 

Widows in Odisha perform special pujas to secure release from their plight in the next birth. But when will 
they get moksha (deliverance) in this life from the isolation, neglect and discrimination they suffer?  This is 
a moving story about Puspamati Devi, Bidulata Dash, Shantimani Mohapatra, Sushama Senapati and other 
widows who have no one to turn to, and pine for each other’s company

household. “My elder daughter 
was doing well at school when 
my husband died. After his 
death, all our hopes and dreams 
took a back seat. She was forced 
to drop out of school because I 
was unable to meet the expenses. 
My husband was working as a 
priest and the entire family was 
dependent on his income. After 
his death, we became a burden 
on his brothers and I had very 
little money to meet the needs 
of my two children. Sometimes 
we survived with the help of 
neighbours, till I got a widow’s 
pension from the government,” 
she says, tearing up at the 
memories.

Sushama Senapati (68), too, 
comes from a remote village 
in Puri District. She runs her 
family with the money she 
earns from making and selling 
salita (the cotton thread used for 
lighting diyas or lamps) in front 
of the Puri Temple. “When my 
husband died, all doors closed 
for me. I did not know how to 
meet my family’s expenses. My 
brothers-in-law said they had 
spent money on the rituals, and 
so I could not ask for anything 
more. Besides the financial 
crunch, my in-laws and other 
relatives started physically and 
mentally torturing me.” When 
things became unbearable, 
she left her in-laws’ home and 
began living separately. She 
survives now on the money she 
earns from salita and from her 
widow’s pension. 

“In Odisha, the condition 
of widows belonging to the 
Brahmin and Kshatriya Castes 
is worse than that of widows of 
lower castes. They are treated 
as inauspicious and, without 
financial independence, they 
become voiceless and silently 
suffer the pain,” says Chandrika 
Mohapatra, a social worker who 
has been working on widows’ 
issues for more than two decades. 
Chandrika runs the Swadhar 
Home in Puri for widows. 

Every year, nearly 10000 
widows come to Puri to perform 
pujas during month of Kartik. 
Women who have been cast out 
by their families because they 
were widowed, also come to Puri 
and survive by begging or selling 
salita in front of the Jagannath 
Temple, she says. “But, no study 
has been conducted so far on 

the issues of the widows in the 
state so that steps can be taken 
to uplift their conditions.” 

According to the 2011 Census, 
out of India’s population of 121 
crore, 4.6 per cent or 56 million 
are widowed, with women 
outnumbering men. In 2001, out 
of 1020 million, only 0.7 per 
cent or 18.5 lakh were widowed. 
Region-wise data says southern 
and eastern states have a 
higher proportion of widows in 
comparison to other parts of the 
country. 

In Odisha, the percentage of 
widows stands at a huge 60.2. 
The reasons for the higher 
proportion of widows include 
the fact that the men are much 
older than their wives at the 
time of marriage, the high life 
expectancy of women and low 
rates of remarriage. In other 
words, a woman who survives 
till old age is almost certain to 
become a widow. 

Almost all widows that this 
correspondent spoke to say they 
have no voice on property rights, 
either at their parental or marital 
homes. In most families, widows 
are not allowed to speak in front 
of male members regarding their 
share of land. “In conservative 
families, widows are considered 
inauspicious and they have 
to survive in isolation. Then 
where is the question of share 
in property?” asks Bidulata with 
anger. 

The mindset of people towards 
widows needs to change, and 
they should be looked upon 
with respect. “In most cases, 
the brothers-in-law of widows 
attempt to deprive them of their 
share of family land, arguing 

<

that they have spent money on 
her husband’s death ceremony 
and on the maintenance of her 
children. Sometimes, to gain 
control over land, brothers-in-law 
of widows force them to agree to 
sharecropping and threaten them 
with dire consequences – of 
being evicted from their homes 
or even villages. In extreme 
cases, they even arrange for the 
murder of widows,” says social 
activist Kalpana Mohapatra. 

Chandrika says younger 
widows in rural areas are even 
more vulnerable than those in 
urban areas. She feels education 
and empowerment can change 
the lives of these women. They 
should be given freedom to work 
and re-marry so that they can be 
self-sufficient and lead life with 
dignity. The wellbeing of widows 
is not confined to their economic 
security; rather, it relates to 
their dignity, self-respect and 
participation in society. 

“Now the Odisha Government 
is identifying single landless 
women to provide them 
homestead land,” says Kalpana. 
Landless widows should be 
given priority in this, she feels. 
“It will help them lead life with 
dignity. Widows should also be 
linked with other government 
schemes and benefits, as in 
remote villages many of the 
women still live in isolation, 
poverty and neglect,” she adds. 

Meanwhile, the eyes of the 
widows who gather at Puri and 
Bhubaneswar to perform pujas 
seem to be saying, “Treat us as 
humans, we have a life to live.” 
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Shantimani preparing 
paan.

Widows spend time during the day reading and talking. 

Bidulata Dash.
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“Another flood like 
Aila should never 
happen again, but if 

it does we have the knowledge to 
start working on our soil again,” 
says Binota Munda of Nebukhali 
Village, Hingalganj Block, North 
24 Parganas.  

“It was all water, our huts 
were shattered. The Kalindi 
River overflowed, broke the 
embankment and inundated 

Integrated farming backed by 
self-help groups brings faith, hope
Cyclone Aila that arrived in 2009 caused extensive damage in large parts of India and Bangladesh, killing 
scores of people. Thousands remained missing. About a million people were reported homeless. Even today, 
the effects of the storm surge are quite visible in the river delta area of Sunderbans in West Bengal. While saline 
soil is subversive to agriculture in the area, integrated farming gives many the courage to start afresh. 

everything. When the water 
receded a few days later, we 
built our homes. But soon, the 
water came in again. This time 
the water could not escape from 
the bheris (ponds) and remained 
logged for over a month. 
Everything was chaos,” said 
Binota. Seven years hence, and 
the terror is still palpable in her 
voice but by integrating farming 
with the natural behaviour of 

animals and insects in a zero 
wastage system, people have 
put together a resilient system 

of agriculture also blending 
conviction and tenacity to fight 
back.

usha dewani das, North 24-Parganas, Bengal
It’s been seven years since 

the deadly tidal waves rushed 
in; the land is still saline and 
opportunities for survival, 
evasive. People here are quietly 
rebuilding their lives by working 
in tune with nature’s force, 
and not against it. Bringing the 
saline soil closer to its natural 
state has far reaching impacts 
both on the lives and livelihoods 
of the people. Firstly, it gives 
you your bread, and some butter 
if there is a surplus. Plus, if 
farming becomes subsistent 
for the family, the men are less 
likely to move away from home 
for work.

In Nebukhali Village, a large 
number of men have migrated in 
search of income opportunities. 
“This time he came after two 
years. Earlier too, our husbands 
would go for some part for the 
year. After Aila, nothing grows 
properly, there is no work and 
so they remain away for years 
together in factories, construction 
sites or do petty jobs in cities like 
Kolkata or Chennai,” remarks 
Kalyani Barkandaj.

Soon after Aila, the 
Development Research 
Communication and Services 
Centre had started working with 
about 46 villages in North and 
South 24-Parganas Districts in 
the Sunderbans Delta to bring 
farming back in the area – the 
kind that is not just organic but 
integrated. 

This kind of farming 

Ramesh Mistry's wife busy making cakes for fuel using biogas slurry (residue).

Pradeep Maiti of Mamudpur Village has a sprawling farm with 
a paddy field, a fish pond and a lush nutritional garden.

The fish pond, the creation of Maa Sharada Krishani Dal in Bakra Village in Hingalganj.
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Integrated farming backed by 
self-help groups brings faith, hope

integrates the natural behaviour 
of local animals and insects 
to grow diverse local plants 
making the best use of the 
available space and terrain. The 
result is food security for the 
family for most of the year, and 
some surplus with additional 
processing. For an area that has 
lost much of its fertility, and for 
people all hope, the success of 
integrated farming showing up 
on the faces of these women is 
inspiring to say the least.

Binota is a member of 
Preetilata Mahila Samiti Self 
Help Group and has a nutritional 
garden for her family that she has 
watered with her earnest labour 
and patience. “Before Aila, even 
though the land had no salinity, 
we just had one crop, paddy, plus 
some vegetables here and there, 
but I now have so many types 
of vegetables, a fish pond with 
an overlooking chicken house 
and a biogas plant,” she adds 
confidently. The group also has 
a grain-bank built with support 
from DRCSC’s Area Resource 
Training Centre (ARTC) by way 
of a loan. The grain bank means 
security on a rainy day and 
relief from running into debts 
or paying huge interests. “This 
is easy; we take grains from the 
bank whenever there is a scarcity 
and return an additional five kg. 
No interest, but the bank never 
runs out,” she adds. 

Working together as a group 
has great benefits. Not only is 
there less risk in carrying out 
new tasks but also tremendous 
amount of support the women 
get from each other. One 
such example is Maa Sharada 
Krishani Dal in Bakra Village 
of Hingalganj where 16 women 
came forward to rear fish in an 
area that was devastated by Aila. 
“We decided to do fish rearing 
because it is more profitable 
than farming. It is difficult to 
cultivate anything here, the soil 
is very saline,” says Manju Rai. 
In their first year, they released 
about 30 kg of fishlings in a 
pond with a loan from ARTC.

The fish hatchery was at a 
nearby polymer pond (a small 

dugout with a polymer sheet at 
the bottom preventing seepage) 
owned by Karuna Rai, also a 
member of the group. She recalls 
that the floodwaters during Aila 
stayed in for 17-18 days as her 
plot was low lying. The water 
seeped into the ground and the 
soil became saline. “My crops 
were a constant failure after 
the floods. With this polymer 
pond, we save some money 
from irrigation, get potatoes and 
a few other vegetables, fish and 
feed for fish,” she says. 

For many other water-logged 
areas, land-shaping has come to 
the rescue. Land-shaping entails 
changing the shape of the land; 
so a pond is excavated in one 
portion, and the excavated soil 
used to raise nearby portions 
to grow vegetables throughout 
the year. Pradeep Maiti of 
Mamudpur Village has seen 
a turn of fortune with land-
shaping in his field. 

“It was a low-lying plot. I 
cultivated only paddy and just 
one time in a year,” Pradeep 
remarks. After attending a 
few of DRCSC’s trainings, he 
excavated a pond on one side of 
the land and raised his paddy field 
by four feet with the excavated 
soil. On the other raised side, he 
is able to cultivate 4-5 times in a 
year, and about 13-14 varieties 
of vegetables along with rice 
and fish. “I was very poor and 
to have two square meals a 
day was a struggle. Earlier, the 
output was 16 bags of rice that 
meant about Rs 10000 in a year. 
Now, we have fish to eat plus 1 
kg of fish sells everyday for Rs 
100. My family need not buy 
vegetables, rice, fish, turmeric 
and oil. One hectare yields about 
Rs 15000-20000 in a year,” he 
recounts. 

It is through regular adding of 
organic manure like cow-dung, 
compost and vermi- compost 
that the saline soil has become 
fertile. Abhijeet Mandal, a role 
model for many because he has 
a lush nutritional garden, swears 
by organic farming. He is part 
of Naba Krishi Chetana, one 
of the two groups in the village 

bank if it is easily available in 
the market?  “We keep seeds 
because we don’t do chemical 
farming. It’s all organic. Crops 
raised with chemicals do not 
grow if you do not add chemicals. 
Organic grows on its own. When 
you buy seeds from the market, 
those are prepared in chemical 
conditions and, therefore, 
need more chemicals to grow, 
otherwise they fail. Our seeds, 
manure, farming, everything, 
is organic so the plants/ crops 
live for longer periods,” says 
Abhijeet. With the help of the 
seed bank, local plants are 
preserved, encouraging more 
people to join in. 

Ramesh Mistry of Kanak-
nagar has it all – an integrated 
farm that many would envy, a 
paddy field, a raised section of 
land for growing vegetables, a 
pond with a duck house over it 
(the duck excreta becomes feed 
for the fish) as well as a biogas 
plant using cow dung from the 
four cows owned by him. He 
gets cooking gas and uses the 
slurry as manure in his field and 

garden, in pond for feed, and 
sells the as cakes for fuel.

For someone who would 
struggle with one crop in a 
water-logged area, this way of 
farming has sown new seeds of 
faith. “The soil was impossible. 
Now the diversity has increased 
to some extent but what has 
changed the most is the quality 
of the soil. It is soft and moist 
now and the output is much 
more. He ponders with sheen in 
his eyes, “In between monsoons 
and winter, there is a time when 
people have to buy vegetables, 
but for those in our group, we 
have enough for their needs. We 
grow something or the other for 
our family all through the year 
and sell if there is a surplus.” 
This is the real change. Now he 
doesn’t buy, but instead sells.  

(Courtesy: India Water Portal)

working on integrated farming 
who also maintain the seed bank. 
The other, Naba Sobuj Chetana, 
also has 15 members. 

Why does one need a seed 

Boats on the bank of the Ichhamati River at Hingalganj.

Members of Preetilata Mahila Samiti SHG stand in front of their grain bank.

Seed banks are an effective instrument to preserve local varieties and keep people together.
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Vegetable cultivation 
by people of Dak 
Kota Village in      

Gopalpur Gram Panchayat, 
Thuamul Rampur Block, 
in Odhisha’s Kalahandi 
District has vastly improved 
their health, nutrition-wise, and 
also provided a boost to their 
economic condition.

Take the case of Dambrudhar 
Majhi and his five brothers. 
They grow cauliflower, cabbage, 
tomato, brinjal, chilly, beans, 
bitter gourd, radish and various 
types of greens. The brothers 
share a 0.85-acre plot. Water 
for irrigation is brought from a 
nearby stream using kerosene-
fuelled pumps. Each of the 
men earned around Rs 15000 
last year by selling cauliflowers 
and tomatoes at the Kalampur 
market. 

One of the brothers has now 
bought a small van, which he 
uses to transport to the market 
not only his family’s produce but 
also vegetables grown by other 
farmers. Traders from places 
like Mukhiguda, Dasiguda and 
Jaypatna also come to Dak Kota 
to buy vegetables.

It was an NGO, Living 
Farms, that introduced the 
idea of ‘nutrition gardens’ to 
the villagers of Dak Kota. The 
villagers do not use chemical 
pesticides or fertilisers at all. 
“We prepare a pest repellent 
called amritpani – a mix of cow 
dung and cow urine, soil from 
an ant hill, jaggery and besan 
(gram flour), which is sufficient 
to protect the plants from pest 
attacks,” says Dambru.

Says Debjeet, who heads 

‘Nutrition gardens’ raise the quality of 
life in a remote village
Thuamul Rampur Block of Kalahandi District in Odisha is inhabited mostly by tribals. Vegetable cultivation 
has evolved as a viable means of supplementing the livelihoods of people residing in one of the villages 
there. They are no ordinary vegetables, but purely organic produce. An NGO, Living Farms, introduced the 
idea of nutrition gardens to the villagers
ajit panda, Bhubaneswar

Living Farms, “Our motto is to 
increase food diversity so that 
there are many items on the 
plates of the villagers.” It will 
improve the nutritional status of 
the children and women in the 
long run, he adds. Interestingly, 
most of the farmers here say 
they started out growing organic 
vegetables for their own use. 
“But gradually, when production 
increased, we sold the surplus in 
the market.” 

The differentiation made by 
farmers between small-scale 
nutrition gardens and other 
types of vegetable cultivation is 
very clear. The villagers explain 
that the concept of selling their 
surplus produce has influenced 
long-term food security. “We 
were drying brinjal, cauliflower, 
tomatoes and pumpkin for 
consumption during summer, 
but now everything is going to 
the market,” say the women of 
the village. 

However, Sanatan, one of the 
Majhi brothers, is quick to point 
out that there is no compulsion 
to sell. “Who stops you from 
drying vegetables now?” he 
asks the women. 

Sanatan feels that the market 
orientation has brought about 
a lot of changes in the village. 
"More than 20 girls of our 
village are studying in different 
colleges. Would that have 
been possible without going to 
market, he asks.

The Majhi brothers have five 
raised soil beds of about 80 sq 
ft each, on which the vegetables 
are grown. However, the stream 
– the only source of irrigation 
– is rapidly drying. “In another 

20 days there will be no water in 
the stream, and this means the 
quantity of production as well 
as varieties will reduce,” says 
Sanatan. Given the importance 
of the role of the nutrition 
gardens in the villagers’ lives, he 
presses for an alternative source 
of irrigation. 

About 20-25 years ago, 
although for a very short time – 
for about a year – the village had 
another source of water. A deep 
bore well project, inaugurated by 
then Governor of Odisha Jagya 
Dutt Sharma, irrigated about 
50 acres of land there. But it 
stopped, as the electricity supply 
became irregular. Sanatan feels it 
is possible to revive the system. 

As of now, the greens and 
radish plants on the Majhi 
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brothers’ plot look healthy. 
"These gardens don't require 
irrigation from the stream. The 
wastewater from our house 
takes care of the needs, Sanatan 
explains. The cropping sequence 

is such that the family gets at 
least one harvest every day. 
“There will be vegetables in our 
garden to fill our plates,” he says 
with confidence. 

Sanatan’s garden.

Pest repellent amrita pani, 
a mix of cow dung and cow 
urine, soil from an ant hill, 
jaggery and besan (gram 
flour).Girls of Dak Kota returning from school.

Dambru’s garden. 

The surplus produce, which goes to the market – tomato and 
cauliflower cultivated by Sanatan. 
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The Ladakh Men’s Ice 
Hockey Team, which has 
participated six times in 

the Asian Cup, won the silver 
medal at Kuwait this year, and the 
women’s team has participated 
twice in the tournament – last 
year and this year. They went to 
Thailand for the Asian Cup this 
year. 

During the ice hockey 
season in Ladakh, the Ladakh 
Winter Sports Club organised 
a tournament in which many 
boys’ teams participated. 
However, only four girls’ teams 
were present, proving that there 
is very little encouragement for 
girls to take part in the sport. So, 
girls who play ice hockey have 
formed their own association 
called the Ladakh Women’s Ice 
Hockey Foundation (LWIHF). 

Says Kunzes Angmo, president 
of LWIHF, “the Foundation 
was started in the winter of 
2015, with the aim of elevating 
the stature of women players. 
LWIHF also organises basic 
coaching camps in the winter 
for children, with the focus on 
encouraging young Ladakhi 
girls and boys. The aim is to 
facilitate women sportspersons 

How ice hockey opened 
windows for boys and girls
Ice hockey may not be very popular in most of India, but it is extremely so in Ladakh. 
The game was introduced in Ladakh by the Indian Army after Independence. It is 
possible to play for only two-and-a-half months – on naturally frozen ponds – because 
there is no indoor ice rink. Yet, the youth of Ladakh, both boys and girls, have had the 
opportunity to represent India in Ice Hockey tournaments
dechen dolker, Ladakh, Jammu and Kashmir
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with better infrastructure and 
facilities.” This year, three 
coaching camps were held. 

Talking of her introduction to 
the game, 27-year-old Kunzes 
says, “I started playing ice 
hockey in 2003 and got basic 
coaching in figure skating and 
speed skating. Due to this I got 
a chance to go to two countries 
(Poland and China) for speed 
skating competitions”. 

The Foundation aims to 
expand its focus beyond ice 
hockey to other sports. It will 
conduct roller-skating camps 
and encourage its members to 
participate in the open volleyball 
and other tournaments, says 
Kunzes. 

Tsewang Chuskit, 23, one of 
the best players in the Indian 
team, reminiscences about how 
she learnt to love the sport. 
“When I was young I would go 
to the river to watch the Tibetan 
Army and Ladakh Scouts 
playing ice hockey against each 
other. During the winter months 
in my village, I learnt to play the 
game from my uncle, who was 
a well-known player. The first 
time I wore ice skates was at the 
age of 11. My first tournament 

was the National Women’s 
Championship.” Tsewang has 
won many awards, such as 
Most Valuable Player and Best 
Player. “This year I got the Most 
Valuable Player award at the 
Asian Cup in Thailand,” she 
says.

At 16 years of age, Tashi 
Kolker became the youngest 
player to represent India when 
she participated in the Asian 
Cup this year. In the match 
against Malaysia she scored two 
goals and won the Player of the 
Match Award when India beat 
Malaysia. She started playing 
ice hockey in 2011. 

Says Tashi, “I got to learn to 
skate and to play ice hockey 
from my friends. While I was 
studying at SECMOL (Students’ 
Educational and Cultural 
Movement of Ladakh) as a one-
year Foundation student, I got 
a chance to improve my game 
as very good foreign coaches 
volunteer at SECMOL during 
the winter months. I used to face 
a lot of problems getting the 
right equipment when I started 
playing ice hockey, as the 
equipment is very expensive and 
I couldn’t afford it. Fortunately, 
the foreigners who came to 
SECMOL donated equipment, 
which was really good and 
useful.”  

“My happiest moments were 
when I represented my country 
at the Asian Cup and also when I 
was named Player of the Match 
in the game against Malaysia,” 
says the young Tashi. Playing 
ice hockey has given her the 
opportunity to meet people 
from other countries.  “I would 
love to see more and more 
women taking up sports in Leh, 
especially from my village 
Domkher. I also hope that ice 
hockey becomes as popular as 

cricket in our country,” she adds. 
The Indian team is selected by 
the Ice Hockey Association 
of India during the national 
championship. 

Sharing her experiences 
and thoughts, Rinchen Dolma, 
captain of the Indian Women’s 
Ice Hockey team, says, “It has 
been a really long time since I 
first wore skates in 2001. My 
father used to play ice hockey 
and he taught me how to play 
and also how to balance on 
skates. I later got professional 
training from LWSC (Ladakh 
Winter Sport Club) at their 
speed skating and ice hockey 
training camp. I played my first 
tournament in 2003 – that was 
a local tournament. My first 
national tournament was in 2005 
at Kargil.”  

Commenting on the Indian 
Ice Hockey Team’s performance 
she says, “This year we went 
to Thailand for the IIHF Ice 
Hockey Challenge Cup of Asia 
in March where seven countries 
were participating – Singapore, 
Malaysia, UAE, Thailand, New 
Zealand, Philippines and India. 
The Indian team won against 
Malaysia and Philippines. We 
could have won against all the 
teams but unfortunately we do 
not have a permanent coach. 
This year we only got two weeks 
of coaching at Kyrgyzstan.”  

“The team doesn’t get a 
chance to practise throughout the 
year because there is ice only for 
two-and-a-half months. So as a 
national team we get only 30 or 
40 days training in a year, which 
is very sad,” Rinchen says. She 
adds, “I am grateful to our two 
coaches, Daudelin Alexis and 
Melanson Owen Alexander, 
both from Canada. 

(Courtesy: Charkha Features)

Children practising ice skating at the Ladakh Winter Sports Club 
in Leh.

The Indian Ice Hockey Team at the Asian Cup 2017 in 
Bangkok, Thailand, in March this year. 

The Ladakh Women's Ice Hockey Foundation team participating 
in a tournament at the Ladakh Winter Sports Club, Leh, with the 
Indian tri-colour in the background.
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